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Preface

Broadband infrastructure is now seen as a utility; critical to the future of the country, making us socially
inclusive and economically competitive with other nations.
Public sector intervention in the broadband market is a common theme in public policy and will continue to be
for the foreseeable future, as an up-to-date national telecommunications infrastructure is seen as critical for
the socio-economic development of the country.
All public sector organisations are obliged to seek Value for Money (VfM) for the expenditure of public funds.
The key questions regarding broadband infrastructure are therefore:

• Does the public sector wish to own broadband infrastructure?
• Why should the public sector intervene in a private market?
• How is Value for Money captured and measured in a broadband infrastructure intervention?

Does the public sector wish to
own broadband infrastructure?
The public sector does not view itself as a telecommunications provider for the population it serves; this is not
a public sector service. The public sector is only likely to own infrastructure for the purposes of its own internal
networking, and even then this may well be outsourced.

Why should the public sector
intervene in a private market?

The public sector does not intend to own broadband infrastructure, but it does spend public funds with private
entities to develop broadband infrastructure. Private entities will only invest in broadband infrastructure
deployment where they believe it will generate a market return. Many areas which are difficult to deliver in,
and therefore costly, will be ignored by the private sector, particularly if the customer base is low relative to
other areas. This clearly indicates that rural areas are being left without coverage, but also, less obviously, some
densely built inner-city environments due to the complexity of deployment in densely built environments of
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high-rise blocks and the associated challenge of procuring cost-effective wayleaves.
This market failure allows the public sector to intervene and ‘level the playing field’ by providing Gap funding
which enables the private sector to generate a more attractive economic return. The public sector dividend is
not ownership, but the provision of infrastructure in areas which will help deliver socio-economic policy. This
can be defined as populations not being ‘left behind’.

How is Value for Money captured and measured
in a broadband infrastructure intervention?

Defining VfM in an arena of Gap funding where the public sector does not take asset ownership is complex.
VfM is captured by applying the procurement concept of Most Economically Advantageous Tender (MEAT).
MEAT is a concept that allows a public procurement to evaluate other criteria beyond cost. MEAT effectively
equates Value for Money to ‘Best’, not necessarily cheapest. Quality criteria can be evaluated alongside cost.
This should, if applied intelligently, provide the ‘best’ result. However, the UK has seen a number of highprofile public contract failures, particularly in public service outsourcing where not enough attention has been
applied to quality evaluation metrics resulting in a focus on cost. This has inevitably led to contracts with very
thin profit margins, leading to either poor service delivery or contract failure. There is also an inherent risk of
contract failure in the broadband market due to the size and lack of delivery capacity in many private sector
entities.
Any procurement should evaluate both price and quality. In the area of broadband interventions, there has
not been enough available funding to fix the market failure. The size of the problem has not been matched by
the size of the available funding. This means that there is no merit in evaluating a price from a bidder. If there
is insufficient funding to fix the problem, price tends to be converted to an evaluation of coverage i.e. – for a
fixed sum, how many premises can broadband be deployed to.
To deliver VfM there are a number of quality criteria to evaluate in addition to volume of premises. The
selection of these criteria, and their associated weighting of importance, will drive bidder behaviour in how
they structure their tender response.
Any procuring body needs to appreciate what they are asking for, which requires a detailed understanding of
many diverse areas:
• Networks
• Technologies - their characteristics and capabilities
• Market awareness - of not just the broadband segment, but of other linked segments e.g. business
private circuits, and the whole broadband ecosystem
• State aid conditions and requirements, and the broader legal context
• Procurement regulation
• Finance and funding
• Operations
• Civils and network build challenges and pitfalls
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• Geography and demographics
• Political drivers
• A crystal ball – a realistic view of what is likely to be required (and available) in the future
It is of fundamental importance to understand how all of the above relate and interact in order to then
understand what is being asked for. An old saying from Aesop’s Fables comes to mind - ‘Be careful what you
wish for (in this case ask for) lest it come true!’.
In most publicly funded broadband infrastructure projects, the most significant VfM measures are the resulting
network coverage, delivery and capability; which commonly uses the ‘Speed and Coverage Template (SCT)’
approach – a spreadsheet of all in scope premises with their currently available broadband speed and weighting
factors relating to each premise. This is probably the most useful and the most powerful but, at the same time,
the most dangerous tool in the VfM armoury, as depending on how it is structured may deliver unintended
delivery results and therefore not the ‘best’ procurement solution.
It is easy to ‘ask’ for very high, perhaps gigabit, speeds to one premise (which may not want or ever use such
capability) at the expense of 10 or 20 premises attaining lower speeds, but which would be transformational
on their current capability.
State aid requires that broadband infrastructure intervention procurements be technology neutral, such that
any technology that meets the capability requirements that allows public intervention are acceptable. Fibre and
radio technologies are capable of achieving headline gigabit speeds, so would attract the same value weighting
in a SCT, but being different technologies other characteristics are significantly different; not necessarily better
or worse, but just different, and clearly need to be fully understood in order to be captured in a procurement
specification.
Unless the broadband Gap funding budget is sufficiently high to enable solutions that offer everything to
everybody, it is likely that a number of steps and a number of procurements will be involved in achieving this
‘Nirvana’. This has certainly been the situation for virtually all procurements to date. Designing and building in
such a piecemeal way, often caused by several separate procurements in the same location, also has its own
pitfalls as it is unlikely to deliver an optimal solution in the same way as one over-arching procurement might.
So, the best solution for a subset taken independently is not necessarily the best solution if that subset is
considered in the context of the whole, however the scoring criteria could easily hide this, resulting in a poor
long term VfM for the public spend.
It can clearly be seen that aspects of all of the above interact and impact on what is defined in terms of VFM
for a procurement, the outcome of which may perhaps not be as intended or desired.
To ensure success, it is essential that any procurement strategy is defined very carefully in the context of a
holistic vision and managed by a team who fully understand, all of the interlinked criteria.
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Contact
With questions please contact:
Steve Edwards – Director
steve@thepag.co.uk
Mark Jury – Director
mark@thepag.co.uk
Website: thepag.co.uk
LinkedIn: /company/theprojectadvisorygroup
Company number – 11961507

If you would like to discuss ways in which we can work together in creating value for your business please
contact us.
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